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ABSTRACT

Scheduling, mapping and synchronization have an essential im-
pact on the performance of Multi-Processor System-on-Chips
(MPSoCs), especially in heterogeneous systems with many cores
and small tasks. This paper presents a technique to efficiently
accelerate these operations. Key contribution is an Application-
Specific Instruction-set Processor (ASIP) called OSIP which is
especially tailored to achieve this. In contrast to pure HW so-
lutions, OSIP is programmable and hence features higher flexi-
bility and better scalability. OSIP comes with a compiler and a
firmware that ease its usability, and an abstract formal model
that allows analytical evaluation and integration into fast sys-
tem level simulators. Together with OSIP, a thin software layer
is proposed that leverages high level multi-task programming by
abstracting OSIP’s low level details away. In an extensive case
study based on a synthetic benchmark and a benchmark from
the multimedia domain (H.264), OSIP highlights its potential
when compared against a standard RISC and an ARM926-EJS
processor.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The current crisis of complexity, a consequence of the con-

tinuity of Moore’s Law and the falling of Dennard’s Scaling
Rules, has undoubtedly made processor and platform vendors
move to multi-core solutions. Irrespective of the field, embed-
ded or desktop computing, several commercial products have
been brought to the market in the last years. Examples of this
trend in the desktop computing community are Intel’s homo-
geneous multi-cores [13] and the heterogeneous Cell Architec-
ture [11]. In the embedded domain, ARM MPCore technology
[2] and Texas Instruments OMAP 3530 [31] are good represen-
tatives of both homogeneous and heterogeneous MPSoCs.

With the ever increasing complexity of HW platforms, pro-
gramming has become one of the major challenges for the IT
community. An immense amount of research is being conducted
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in order to find the best way to leverage the parallel process-
ing power of current and yet-to-come multi-processor systems.
In particular, in the embedded domain the situation is critical.
Embedded SW is reaching the complexity of desktop applica-
tions and very often demands for multi-tasking support and
Operating System (OS) services. However, typical embedded
constraints like real time and energy consumption prevent the
adoption of concepts available from the scientific and high per-
formance computing communities.

Presently, one can distinguish among three approaches for
task management in embedded MPSoCs, each of them targeting
a different embedded application domain:

• Master-Slave (MS): platforms including one RISC proces-
sor and a handful of number crunchers (DSPs, VLIWs).
Typically, the RISC processor runs a full-fledged OS and
triggers high demanding tasks into the number crunchers.
These platforms target high end user dominated applica-
tions, e.g. 3G graphics. TI OMAP and Atmel D940[3]
are good examples of such platforms.

• Controller-Accelerators (CA): platforms with one RISC
processor and several highly tuned HW accelerators. The
controller is in charge of scheduling and triggering the ac-
celerators and ensuring that real time constraints are met.
These platforms are used typically for baseband process-
ing in wireless terminals.

• HW approach (HA): several homegrown processors and
hardware accelerators with a central HW unit in charge
of scheduling. These are mainly research platforms where
a hardwired block takes the role of the controller and im-
plements OS services in HW.

Each of these solutions has its advantages and drawbacks as
shown in Table 1. The MS variant usually comes with power-
ful SW support and high level Application Programmer Inter-
faces (APIs) for triggering functionality from the RISC proces-
sor into the number crunchers. This solution is quite flexible,
but its scheduling scope is limited due to the master-slave con-
figuration, i.e. only one processor creates and manages tasks.
Such systems scale well, but are known to be inefficient for
handling irregular workloads typical in new generation wireless
standards. As a consequence of this, most domain specific MP-
SoCs fall in the CA category. Designers resort to ad-hoc pro-
gramming practices with a reduced programmability but with
higher efficiency. These platforms can be seen as a specializa-
tion of the MS approach, and therefore have a more restricted
scheduling scope. The ad-hoc nature of this practice renders
the application code intricate and therefore difficult to reuse
in further generations of the platform. On the other side of
the spectrum, the HA approach provides a very high efficiency
but, at the cost of lack of programming support, very low flex-
ibility and a poor scalability. Most of them provide a broader
scheduling scope, for they allow tasks to be created anywhere in
the system. These platforms usually have dedicated interfaces
which make them difficult to evolve and get commercialized



Figure 1: OSIP software stack
in a community where component based design is the de-facto
design paradigm.

In this paper we present a novel solution for task management
in MPSoCs. We reconcile the above mentioned solutions pick-
ing the best from each one of them. We build on the premise
that domain specific MPSoC platforms will evolve following
the CA approach. ASICs will be mostly replaced by Applica-
tion Specific Instruction Set Processors (ASIPs) or weakly pro-
grammable devices in order to cope with shorter times to mar-
ket and ease platform evolution. Programming support needs
to be enhanced from dedicated micro-kernels to a platform-
wide solution similar to what is sought in the MS approach.
To the moment there is no OS capable of dealing with such
platforms and due to the specialized and restricted Instruction
Set Architectures (ISA) there probably will not be one in the
near future. Therefore, to allow platform wide task manage-
ment, we employ a light weight API where most of the multi-
tasking functionality is offloaded from the processing elements
(PEs) into a system block, the OSIP (see Figure 1). To prevent
falling in the pitfall of pure hardware solutions and strive at
the same time for performance, OSIP was designed following
the ASIP approach [12]. In this sense, OSIP can be seen as a
solution that incorporates the best of two worlds, namely, the
programmability of the controller and the efficiency of the HW
approach. For practical use, OSIP is bundled together with a
firmware and an abstract model. The firmware hides low level
high performant code into library functions, whereas the model
provides a high level characterization suitable for fast design
exploration through simulation.

Altogether, our ASIP-based solution provides:

• Programmability: through a set of well-defined program-
ming APIs for the processing elements and a firmware for
configuration/programming of the task manager (OSIP).
In this regard, our solution outperforms the CA and the
HA approaches and stays behind the MS solution.

• Flexibility: being a programmable solution, it is as flexible
as the CA approach.

• Scheduling scope: is provided for the platform as a whole,
similar to what is done in pure HW research platforms.

• Scalability, evolution: provided with standard interfaces,
it can be used within the traditional component based de-
sign paradigm. Components improvements towards new
generations of the product can be seamlessly performed
as long as the APIs are kept.

• Efficiency: our solution can handle heterogeneity, hence
it is more efficient for irregular workloads than the MS
approach. Being an ASIP, the efficiency lies between the
CA and the pure HA approaches being more efficient than
a controller-based solution and less efficient than a hard-
wired solution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the related work. The OSIP solution is presented in
Section 3, whereas system level integration and the SW APIs
are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents results using both
synthetic benchmarking and a complex multimedia application
- the H.264 decoder. With these test cases the efficiency and
the programmability of our approach are assessed. Finally the
concluding remarks and an outlook of future work are given in
Section 6.

Table 1: Comparison: SoC Approaches
MS CA HA OSIP

Programmability, usability +++ + - ++
Flexibility ++ + - - +
Scheduling scope - - + ++
Scalability, evolution + - - - +
Efficiency - + +++ ++

2. RELATED WORK
Our solution includes a light weight SW stack (Figure 1)

which is supported by the OSIP instruction set processor. Re-
lated work in the direction of APIs for MPSoC programming
is not in the scope of this paper. Our innovation does not rely
on a new API definition, but on the coupling of this API with
a programmable task manager to provide a complete solution.
Hence, we focus in this section on previous approaches to pro-
vide OS HW support.

Ideas to provide HW support for task management (schedul-
ing mapping and synchronization) can be tracked back to 1960
[20] where they enjoyed limited success. Nowadays, with a dif-
ferent technology landscape, several research groups have come
up with similar ideas. For example, implementations for unipro-
cessor platforms reported good results in [25][15][23].

Solutions for embedded multi-processors, falling all of them in
the HA approach discussed before, have been presented in [19]
[22][27][24][26].

The Hardware OS Kernel - HOSK [26] is a coprocessor that
performs scheduling in a homogeneous cluster of simplified RISC
processors with a low context switch overhead (1% for 1 kcy-
cle tasks). To our best knowledge, there is no SW support for
programming a HOSK-based MPSoC and it is not clear how to
integrate HOSK into a traditional component based design with
off-the-shelf processing cores. The CoreManager [27] performs
dependency checks at runtime and schedules tasks accordingly.
CoreManager is integrated in a programming framework that
supports a model of computation (MoC) similar to Synchronous
Data Flow (SDF) Graphs [17] and hence supports a limited set
of applications. SystemWeaver [22] and the HW-RTOS [24]
provide programming support. SystemWeaver features better
HW scalability than the above-mentioned solutions but has a
low flexibility and is difficult to use due to its design complex-
ity. The HW-RTOS is specific to SMP architectures and its
area scales with the number of tasks and processors.

Although from another domain, several solutions from the
desktop computing related to OSIP are worth mentioning. In
[10] the authors introduce the Multiple Instruction Stream Pro-
cessor (MISP) which allows user threads (shreds) to be sched-
uled at user level with low overhead and without OS inter-
vention. This is enabled by the introduction of the Sequencer
in which some privileged operations are available for the user.
Carbon [16] implements task queues in HW in order to enable
dynamic scheduling of fine-grained tasks. Both MISP and Car-
bon technologies are limited in their use since they need spe-
cialized processing elements with either a new or an extended
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA).

3. THE OSIP SOLUTION
This section introduces the OSIP solution. First the approach

followed to system-wide scheduling is presented. Thereafter,
the OSIP architecture and firmware are introduced. The section
concludes with a formal model that characterizes OSIP as an
IP component.

3.1 Scheduling, Mapping and Synchronization
ASIP design starts with a given application or set of appli-

cations from which special instructions are identified and im-



Figure 2: Example for hierarchical scheduling and
mapping (adapted from [9])

plemented in HW [12]. In the case of OSIP, this application
has to implement scheduling, mapping and synchronization in
a flexible way. In addition it needs to take the presence of sev-
eral processors of different classes (e.g. RISC, DSP, ASIPs) and
applications of different natures (e.g., hard/soft real time, best
effort) into account. Hierarchical scheduling [9] meets these
requirements and represents the algorithmic approach upon
which OSIP is designed. For the synchronization, typical HW
semaphores are employed.

The principle of hierarchical scheduling and mapping is illus-
trated in Figure 2. Leaf nodes represent task queues where in-
dividual tasks are scheduled according to local scheduling poli-
cies. Interior nodes implement schedulers and can be used to
differentiate among the various application classes. From the
root node, a task can be mapped to any processor in the corre-
sponding class. Processing classes are user-defined and can be
determined by physical architectural features (e.g. RISC, DSP,
VLIW, HW accelerator) or by logical features (e.g. PEs shar-
ing some cache level). There is no restriction on how to define
processing classes. They could even overlap, meaning that a
given task can be executed in different processing classes. This
could possibly imply that logical classes are binary compati-
ble or there exist two different implementations of the same
task, e.g. a software and a hardware implementation. Mapping
decisions can take different criteria into account such as load
balancing or power control modes.

The example in Figure 2 shows a configuration with four leaf
nodes representing hard-real time, soft-real time and two dif-
ferent kinds of best-effort applications. The top level scheduler
implements a fixed-priority policy that schedules soft-real time
tasks only in the absence of hard-real time tasks and best effort
tasks in the absence of real time tasks and so on.

Pending queues for waiting tasks are used for task synchro-
nization. They can be associated with user-defined synchro-
nization events or with system level events (e.g., I/O, timers
interrupts). User-defined synchronization provides means for
implementing data-flow like applications, whereas system level
events allow for a task to be activated upon completion of pe-
ripheral processing (e.g. serial communication).

3.2 OSIP - HW Architecture

Application Analysis
For the ASIP development, a C implementation of the schedul-

ing concept presented in the previous section was analyzed on a
simple RISC template processor (LTRISC). A common abstract
data type (OSIP-DT) was used to represent schedulers, tasks,
queues and PEs. Task queues and pending queues where imple-
mented as cyclic doubly-linked lists of OSIP-DT elements. In
general, a scheduling algorithm would walk a hierarchy (sim-
ilar to that in Figure 2) and select suitable tasks according
to a given policy. Figure 3 shows a summarized instruction-
level profile obtained for the most typical scheduling algorithms
(priority-based, round-robin, first-come first-serve, fair queue).

The profile shows how the application behavior is almost
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Figure 3: Profiling result based on LTRISC

evenly distributed into arithmetic, control and memory access
operations. Cycles spent in nops and pipeline stalls/flushes due
to control and data hazards are counted in the percentage of
the operation causing the hazard. A peculiarity of this profile,
is that arithmetic operations are typically separated by mem-
ory accesses or branch instructions. As a matter of fact, it is
rare to find more than four consecutive arithmetic operations
(see left part of Figure 3), i.e. sequences of operations that are
not interrupted by a memory access or a branch instruction.
Therefore, finding patterns of sequential instructions becomes
difficult, making the ASIP development very challenging. As a
consequence of this, the architecture optimization was focused
on providing efficient memory access and reducing control over-
head in combination with arithmetic operations. Based on this
analysis, HW support was found to be needed for the following
operations:

(i) Control and arithmetic: performing a compare and decid-
ing the branch target within a single instruction requires
enhanced branch instructions.

(ii) Memory access and arithmetic: updating fields within an
OSIP-DT (e.g. counters, indexes, status flags) requires
efficient load-store and modify operations.

(iii) Memory and control : walking along the scheduling hierar-
chy and performing scheduling and book-keeping (updat-
ing information) requires efficient iteration within linked
lists.

(iv) Comparison: choosing a task for execution requires a
generic and efficient compare operation on OSIP-DT.

The next section describes how these operations were imple-
mented in OSIP’s final architecture.

Architecture Details
An overview of OSIP’s architecture is given in Figure 4. In

addition to the actual processing core, two interfaces are pro-
vided: a slave register interface and a master interrupt interface.
The register interface supports efficient system interaction and
simplifies platform integration. Based on this interface, OSIP
can be integrated as a standard peripheral device on any mem-
ory mapped communication architecture. The interrupt inter-
face is composed by a set of configurable interrupt ports that
serve to trigger task execution on the PEs. The core itself is a
load-store architecture with a 6-stage pipeline that is connected
to the interfaces through signals.

When non-operational, OSIP stays in the idle state. Once a
request arrives through the register interface, a PC generator
in the prefetch stage determines the corresponding SW handler
and sets a busy flag that protects OSIP from additional re-
quests. When processing the request, interrupt control signals
could be generated at the execute stage in order to control the
system wide task execution. After executing the SW handler,
OSIP releases the busy flag, enters the sleep mode and waits
for next requests.



Figure 4: OSIP architecture overview

In order to accelerate the operations found during the analy-
sis of the application, several instructions were defined. In the
following we describe the most representative ones.

Compare and Branch
Typically conditional branches are implemented with two in-
structions. The first one compares two items and changes the
state of an internal register accordingly. The second instruc-
tion implements the actual branch, i.e. modifies the program
counter, depending on the value of the internal register. OSIP
achieves this in a single compare and branch instruction with
two possible syntaxes:

enh b cond R[idx1], R[idx2], BRANCH ADDR

enh b cond R[idx1], imm4, BRANCH ADDR

This is possible since the comparison result is moved from
the WB stage to the EXE stage. The second operand is either
a register or a 4-bit immediate. The latter is used to check
the status or type of an OSIP-DT against some user-defined
constants.

Efficient Memory Access
Accelerating memory access is one of the key techniques to at-
tain high performance. Memory access is a vertical activity
that accelerates other operations like walking along lists and
comparing task descriptors. The size of an OSIP-DT was de-
fined to be of 8 words, with a half-byte addressing granularity
to keep memory requirements low. Within these 8 words, space
is reserved for future enhancements.

Furthermore, to avoid pointer arithmetic and save memory
size, OSIP-DTs are accessed through indexes and the exact
address location is computed in HW. To allow efficient HW
address generation, all OSIP-DTs were allocated consecutively
in a static array at the top of the memory. This memory region
is invisible to the C compiler of OSIP and can only be accessed
by special instructions (hidden in the firmware).

Load/Store operations on OSIP-DTs have the syntax:

sp load/sp store R[value], R[idx], W, W MASK

where R[idx] holds the index to be accessed and W together
with W MASK the word offset within the OSIP-DT and the
bit mask respectively. R[value] contains the value to be stored
or the loaded value. This access has the desired halfbyte gran-
ularity.

Update and Continue
A typical operation while walking along the hierarchy is to up-
date a field on a given OSIP-DT and continue to the next level.
The syntax for such an instruction is:

update R[idx2], R[idx1], W, W MASK, K

Here, the field within the OSIP-DT indexed by R[idx1] and
delimited by W and W MASK is incremented by the signed
value K. At the same time, the node at the next hierarchical
level is pre-fetched into R[idx2].

An example of this instruction is given in Listing 1 where
a counter (located at halfword 0 in word 4 of an OSIP-DT)
is incremented within a cyclic list. The termination criteria is
checked in line 2. If the head has not been reached, the counter
of the current iterator is incremented by one and at the same
time the iterator is updated with the next item of the list (line
3).

1 _start:
2 enh_b eq R[it], R[head], _end
3 update R[it], R[it], w=4, hw=0, 1
4 b _start
5 _end:

Listing 1: Update a List

Compare Nodes A basic node comparison instruction is
provided with syntax:

cmp node R[result], R[rule], R[idx1], R[idx2]

This instruction directly compares two OSIP-DT with in-
dexes in R[idx1] and R[idx2] according to a comparison rule
given in R[rule] (e.g. greater than, less equal than). The result
of the comparison is stored in register R[result]. This instruc-
tion can be used to determine which task has a higher priority
or which PE is less loaded.

Compare Nodes and Continue
Very often the best OSIP-DT within a list has to be found
according to a given rule. This is typically implemented with
an iterator and a variable that contains the current best ele-
ment. To accelerate this, an enhanced version of the cmp node
instruction was implemented with the following syntax:

cmp node e R[result], R[rule], R[curr best], R[it]

In addition to the comparison, this instruction updates auto-
matically the index of the current best element R[curr best]
in case the iterator R[it] wins the comparison. Otherwise,
R[curr best] remains unchanged. The example in Listing 2
shows how to use this instuction to get the best candidate from
a cyclic list.

1 _start:
2 enh_b eq R[it], R[head], _end
3 cmp_node_e R[rslt],R[rule],R[best],R[it]
4 sp_load R[it], R[it], w=6, hw=0
5 b _start
6 _end:

Listing 2: Find Best Candidate

In line 2 it is checked whether the whole list has already been
walked through. If not, the iterator is compared against the
current best candidate and at the same time the current best
candidate is updated with the winner (line 3). In line 4 the
next item is fetched (assuming next index is located in word 6).

3.3 OSIP Firmware
In contrast to hardwired solutions (the HA approach in Sec-

tion 1), OSIP is programmable and hence the user has com-
plete freedom when writing code for it. To ease programming
of OSIP, it is bundled with a firmware and software tool-chain
(compiler, linker, simulator and assembler).

The firmware is composed of a template application code and
a library of low level functions. The template code includes
sample handler routines from which the user can implement his
own ones. Besides, it also provides implementations of several
basic scheduling algorithms such as round-robin, FIFO and pri-
ority based as well as a couple of mapping algorithms for load
balancing.

Provided with the C compiler, the user can implement han-
dlers and algorithms at a high level. Such programming can



achieve a reasonable performance, but dedicated features like
those presented in Section 3.2 can hardly be exploited by a com-
piler. For this reason and in order to fully exploit OSIP’s ar-
chitectural features, several functions were implemented at the
assembly level and were included in a low-level programming li-
brary. This library contains several Compiler Known Functions
(CKFs) for the special instructions, allowing programmers to
write highly efficient code for OSIP at the C-level.

1 CreateNewSchedLayer(OSIP_DT ParentLayer ,\
2 OSIP_DT *pNewScheduler);
3 InsertTask(OSIP_DT SchedDesc ,\
4 OSIP_DT *pTaskDesc , POLICY InsertPol);
5 PopTask(OSIP_DT SchedDesc ,\
6 OSIP_DT *pTaskDesc , POLICY SchedPolicy );

Listing 3: Sample Firmware Functions

Listing 3 shows pseudocode for three sample firmware func-
tions. The first function hides dedicated instructions for mem-
ory access (accessing hidden memory region and linking ele-
ments). The second function finds a location for the new task
inside the list described by SchedDesc with a given insertion
policy. This function increments the number of elements in the
hierarchy (refer to Listing 1). The last function pops a task
from a given list with a given policy (refer to Listing 2).

3.4 OSIP Model
In order for OSIP to take part in component based designs [6]

and similar to what is done for standard IP blocks, OSIP has
to be characterized by a formal model that allows the user to
perform timing analysis at a high level of abstraction. OSIP
behavior has to be abstracted such that the model executes sev-
eral orders of magnitude faster than traditional cycle-accurate
instructions set simulators (CA-ISS) while keeping a reasonable
accuracy. Traditional latency-throughput characterization does
not describe the complex behavior of OSIP and therefore, we
use a model based on the Tagged Signal Model (TSM) [18] and
a time-annotated Communication Extended Finite State Ma-
chine (tCEFSM). Such a model has been successfully applied
to model Virtual Processing Units in [14].

In the TSM formalism, processes (computing nodes) commu-
nicate through signals. Signals in turn are represented by a set
of events that are pairs containing a value and a tag (usually
time). In an OSIP-based system an event is equivalent to a
change on the HW interface of OSIP at a given time (access to
the register interface, peripheral events). A signal is a set of
events that trigger a given functional behavior in OSIP. For ex-
ample, a signal for creating a new task is composed of a chrono-
logically ordered set of events: acquire OSIP spin-lock, receive
task’s information, trigger task creation. With this said, OSIP
can be represented by a tCEFSM = (Z, z0, I, f, O, U), where:

• Z: set of explicit states. OSIP might be in one of two
states: idle and busy.

• z0: initial state (idle).

• I: set of input signals. Set of accepted low level commu-
nication primitives.

• O: set of output signals. OSIP might generate interrupts
to every core in the platform.

• U = {u1, u2, . . . }: implicit state (e.g. size of internal
queues, register interface).

• f : Z∗ × I → Z∗ × O: state transition function, where
Z∗ = Z × W ∗, W ∗ = W (u1) × W (u2) × . . . with W (ui)
the set of all possible values the i-th variable can have.
The state transition function is modeled by a functional
description of OSIP behavior.

Figure 5: Formal model example

To derive the OSIP model, routines and firmware have been
statically analyzed. Those results have been used to formal-
ize the timing equations and bounds associated with different
signals and dependent upon the internal state (W ∗). For a
given w ∈ W ∗ and a given signal s ∈ I, we define two timing
equations:

• ∆tds

w = fs

d (w): represents the delay time during which
OSIP stays in the busy state.

• ∆trs

w = fs

r (w): represents the response time at which
OSIP produces an output.

Consider the example in Figure 5. On the upper part of
the Figure, a general structure of queues for a given processing
class is depicted and its parameters (implicit state variables)
are shown. On the lower part, a sample transition diagram
with the annotated timing equations is presented. In this case
the incoming signal s represents the creation of a new task.
More complex scenarios are modeled in a similar way but are
not presented due to space constraints.

This model helps the embedded SoC designer in several ways.
Typical interrupt latencies (∆trs

w) under different load scenar-
ios can be derived easily from the model. Furthermore, the
difference between ∆tds

w and ∆trs

w set design constraints for
low level subroutines on the MPSoC cores (e.g. time constraint
for performing a context switch). Finally, the formal model
can be integrated into high level functional system simulations
providing speedups of 2 orders of magnitude in the simulation
speed.

4. SYSTEM LEVEL
OSIP was intended to be easily integrated in both the HW

and the SW architectures of a given MPSoC. In order to achieve
this, standard HW interfaces and high-level SW APIs were de-
veloped and are discussed in this section.

4.1 OSIP HW Integration
Figure 6 shows a simplified view of an MPSoC containing

OSIP. As discussed in Section 3.2, OSIP provides a register in-
terface reachable through the interconnect and several interrupt
lines to trigger the PEs. This allows for seamless integration as
opposed to other approaches like [26] where the complete MP-
SoC architecture has to be adapted or in [16] where the ISAs
of the cores in the MPSoC have to be modified. The figure
also shows how, from OSIP’s point of view (see Section 3.1),
PEs are grouped into classes for performing mapping decisions.
Other architectural techniques like context buses or HW sup-
port for task migration are orthogonal to the OSIP technology.
Therefore, those can but need not to be utilized in order to
integrate OSIP. Apart from the interface with the PEs, shared
peripherals (e.g. I/O) playing a role in global scheduling deci-
sions have their interrupt lines rerouted to OSIP. In this way,
reactive scheduling can be easily implemented.



Figure 6: OSIP-based platform
4.2 OSIP SW Integration

As already stated in the introduction of this paper, SW sup-
port is a must when providing MPSoC solutions. The communi-
cation between the PEs and OSIP through the register interface
follows a simple protocol with a set of low level communication
primitives. In order to reduce the traffic in the interconnect,
the primitives were carefully designed and are therefore too de-
tailed to be handled by the programmer. For this reason, a set
of high level multi-tasking APIs and corresponding data struc-
tures were designed. Typical functions for task management
are provided, such as CreateTask, SuspendTask, DeleteTask.
Standard synchronization APIs are also available: Wait and
Signal. More elaborated APIs for making a task dependent
upon SW events (e.g., other task’s finishing time) are also in-
cluded. Apart from run-time support for multi-tasking, a set
of low level routines for boot-time and interrupt handling were
developed. The architecture agnostic part of this SW is written
in C, whereas the architecture dependent code (boot code, in-
terrupt subroutines) was developed in a specification based on
pseudocode to guide the SW implementation at assembly level.

As shown in Figure 2, a task reaching the root node can be ex-
ecuted in an arbitrary processing element of the corresponding
class. This flexibility allows for task migration, but the decision
whether to allow migration is left to the user. In the current im-
plementation, task migration works among processors sharing
a memory region, but no migration strategy is implemented.
Different user-level SW strategies for task migration like those
presented in [4] could be implemented on top of the provided
API layer. This property allows the programmer to develop
code without explicitly mapping tasks to processor instances
but to processing classes. Thus, the application can be written
in a general way and depending on the available processors, the
amount of parallelism is decided at run time.

OSIP’s programming model focuses on distributing tasks to
PEs and does not address directly the issue of partitioning data
sets. For this reason, OSIP can be integrated in both shared
and distributed memory systems. For the latter, data passing
can be considered as a task by itself.

5. RESULTS
In this section the obtained OSIP performance results are

presented. Section 5.1 describes modeling and synthesis results
of OSIP, whereas the subsequent section discusses OSIP per-
formance in a system wide-context.

5.1 OSIP Implementation Results
OSIP was developed using the Language for Instruction Set

Architectures (LISA) and CoWare Processor Designer [8]. The
architectural optimizations presented in Section 3.2 were added
to the LTRISC template processor provided with the CoWare
tools. From the LISA description, a Register Level Transfer
(RTL) description and the SW toolchain (compiler, assembler,
linker and simulator) were automatically generated. Special
instructions were not included into the compiler description
but were integrated by means of Compiler Known Functions
(CKFs).

The RTL description was synthesized with Synopsys Design
Compiler [29] for the Faraday 90 nm standard cell library under

typical conditions (supply voltage 1.0 V, temperature 25 ◦C).
Table 2 shows the synthesis results in terms of area, frequency
and an estimation of power. For the reader’s reference, the
table also includes values for an ARM92EJ-S processor and
available data for two pure HW solutions. Please note that
these values cannot be used for a direct comparison due to
inherent differences among the approaches.

Table 2: HW Figures
Area (kgates) Freq (MHz.) P (mW/MHz.)

OSIP 41 613 0.0671

ARM926EJS2 322 (160)3 470 (250) 0.20 (0.11)

CM[21]4 492 200 1.4 (0.7)5

HOSK[26]6 45,9 – –

5.2 System Level Results

Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate OSIP at the system level, a SystemC

model generated from the LISA description has been integrated
in a Virtual Platform with several ARM926EJS processors us-
ing CoWare Platform Creator [7]. Apart from the processing
cores, the virtual platform has an AMBA AHB bus [1], a mem-
ory subsystem and several peripherals (clock and reset gen-
erators, input stream, virtual LCD). The virtual clock in the
platform was set to 200MHz for all the cores (including OSIP).
In the following, results will be given in terms of cycles.

The ARM processors are modeled at the Instruction Accu-
rate (IA) level whereas the OSIP model is cycle accurate. To
isolate the effect of OSIP in the system, an ideal interconnect,
caches and coherence protocols were supposed. In this way, the
measured overhead comes from OSIP itself and other factors
are left aside. These factors have to be solved separately in
order to optimize an MPSoC and are the focus of a great body
of research. The OSIP APIs and the low level subroutines (in-
terrupt, boot code) were compiled for the ARM architecture.

The purpose of the next two sections is to compare the per-
formance of OSIP against other programmable approaches and
to showcase the formal model. For comparison, the firmware
of OSIP was ported to two different architectures: LTRISC
(LT-OSIP) and ARM926EJS (ARM-OSIP). Since OSIP was de-
signed starting from the LTRISC, comparing against LT-OSIP
clearly illustrates the performance gain by applying the special
instructions. Comparing against a widely spread commercial
solution such as the ARM926EJS helps assessing the real per-
formance of OSIP. To verify the accuracy of the derived formal
model, the same simulations were carried out with the formal
model instead of the real instruction set simulator (ABS-OSIP).
The timing behavior of the abstract simulator can be turned off
to identify what an idealized OSIP could achieve when running
applications (UT-OSIP).

Synthetic Benchmarking
A testing environment was developed in which the perfor-

mance of one scheduler tree was assessed. The idle time and
the overhead introduced by different implementations of OSIP’s

1Obtained with Synopsys PrimeTime PX [30], based on run-
ning firmware in typical scheduling cases. Power estimation of
cache is not included here.
2Value for speed optimized (value for area optimized)/
3Area reported by ARM on 90nm technology: 1.01 (0.5) mm2.
Approximation to gate count made by considering a Faraday
NAND gate with an area of 3.136 µm2.
4Approximate values reported by the authors in a personal com-
munication for a 130nm technology.
5Value w/o clock gating (with clock gating).
6Value reported for up to 128 threads. Technology unknown.



Figure 7: Scheduling overhead and OSIP’s idle time for different implementations of OSIP’s behavior

behavior (OSIP, LT-, ARM-, ABS-OSIP) were measured while
varying the following free parameters:

• Number of processing elements: n ∈ {2, 4, 8, 12, 15}

• Average load, i.e. tasks in queue: m ∈ {2, 4, 8, 12, 16}

• Task size in kcycles: t ∈ {5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500}

The scheduling policy was FIFO for all cases. The upper
part of Figure 7 shows the overhead in percentage averaged
over different loads (m).This overhead represents the time each
processor spends outside the application code, which accounts
for SW APIs, spinning on communication with OSIP and idle
states. As the results highlight, the curves for the OSIP im-
plementation are always lower than the curves for LTRISC and
ARM implementations and, even more importantly, the slope
is steeper for the OSIP case. This indicates that OSIP is able
to handle much smaller task sizes than other solutions. In the
lower part of Figure 7, the percentage of time in which OSIP is
idle can be observed. In these graphs an inflection point can be
identified where OSIP reaches its operational limit. To the left
of this point OSIP is the limiting factor of the system and the
scheduling overhead is high. With 15 PEs, OSIP can schedule
tasks of 25 kcycle, while ARM-OSIP and LT-OSIP can only
handle tasks of at least 100 and 250 kcycle respectively.

The comparison between the OSIP measurements based on
an Instruction Set Simulation (ISS) and the abstract model
shows that, besides a minor variation, both behave equally. The
error is due to conservative assumptions made when deriving
the timing equations. These will be target for more fine-grained
instrumentation and evaluations in the future. However, early
system level exploration and platform considerations can clearly
benefit from such an abstract model.

To summarize the measurements and to see more clearly the
benefit of OSIP compared to the other implementations, Fig-
ure 8 illustrates the ratio of the overhead of different implemen-
tations taking OSIP as base line. In average OSIP introduces
3.4 and 4.9 times less overhead than ARM-OSIP and LT-OSIP
respectively. The abstract model features a slightly worse be-
havior than OSIP itself (1.3 in average) due to conservative
assumptions, as explained above.

In average, along the complete benchmarking, the latency
for scheduling a task was of 930 cycles. This latency is mea-
sured from the moment the request arrives at OSIP’s interface
to the moment the task starts executing in the target processor,
which includes preemption, interrupt service routine and con-
text switch. In [21] 60 cycles are reported, however, this latency

Figure 8: Overhead ratio with OSIP as base line

does not include the context switch overhead. Available OSes
with multi-processor support - RTEMS, RTLinux and VxWorks
- report latencies7 of 21, 20 and 120 kcycles respectively [28].
This shows how our solution represents a good trade off between
the CA and the HA approaches, as stated in the introduction
of this paper.

Real Life Application - H.264
Synthetic benchmarking helps observing general characteris-

tics of the OSIP solution. However, in order to demonstrate
programmability and the applicability of our solution, we use
the H.264 decoder as a real life example. This benchmark is
known to be complex and features dynamic parallelism. The
application was parallelized by using the OSIP high level APIs
and following the 2D-wave concept [5]. Parallelism is exploited
at the macro block (MB) level. An instance of the MB decod-
ing task is spawn as soon as the dependencies to other MBs
are solved. As mentioned in Section 4.2, mapping need not
be specified to processing instances but to processing classes.
Therefore, by using OSIP’s SW APIs, the same code of the
application can be used through all the configurations, inde-
pendent of the number of PEs in the virtual platform. The
only thing that changes between configurations is the internal
configuration of OSIP (2 lines of code in the OSIP’s firmware).

We measured the average framerate for different implemen-
tations with 1 to 15 PEs. The results are shown in Figure 9.
The maximum achieved parallelism is represented by UT-OSIP

7Lantencies include context switch and interrupt overhead. Cy-
cle counts were computed from those reported by the author.



that performs scheduling operations in zero time. ARM-OSIP
and LT-OSIP saturate at around 25 and 20 frames per second
(fps) respectively, while OSIP achieves a maximum of 35 fps.
In order to achieve a framerate of 25 fps, 7 cores are needed in
an ARM-OSIP-based platform while 4 processors are enough
when using OSIP. Last but not least, the performance curve of
the abstract model (ABS-OSIP) captures the timing behavior
in a satisfactory way.

Figure 9: H.264 frames per second (fps) for different
OSIP implementations

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an ASIP-based solution to task

management in MPSoCs that is flexible and efficient while pro-
viding good programming support. A key technology of this
solution is a processor core specially designed to provide OS
support on MPSoCs, the OSIP. The main architectural features
of OSIP were presented and proved to improve efficiency con-
siderably compared to both a simple RISC processor (LTRISC)
and a commercial solution (ARM926). To attain good usabil-
ity, our solutions includes a set of SW APIs for the PEs in the
platform and a firmware for the OSIP itself. Provided with this
SW support, a complex multimedia application (H.264) was im-
plemented. In addition, an abstract formal model for OSIP has
been created to allow fast exploration of OSIP-based systems.

Latency results and overhead figures at system level were re-
ported that point out the potential of this solution. The average
delay for scheduling a task was of 930 cycles, which is one order
of magnitude smaller than available SW solutions.

Future work will focus on more intensive benchmarking of
OSIP, especially in heterogeneous systems with many cores, and
implementing other real life applications. Furthermore we plan
to measure the effects of interconnect and memory architectures
in OSIP-based systems.
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